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ABSTRACT

It is necessary to considered as the specialties of the Siddha system. As the name suggests, this system endeavors to make its user, a siddha by making body fully resistant. Plants play a major role in curing disorders. Another specialty is examining the pulse or nadi sastram. This system uses pulse as an aid to identify the disorders. The variation in pulses contains the types of pulses, corresponds to diseases and symptoms to be provided is been done by the practitioners. As like that of our Indian traditional medicine. Same like our Indian traditional medicine, we have Korean Traditional Medicine and Traditional Chinese Medicine.

The diagnosis is based on the depth of the pulse in Korean traditional Medicine. For analysis Mikyoung park and his team has considered the maximum value of pulse wave, elasticity of wrist tissue, blood pressure, mean arterial pressure, systolic and diastolic pressures etc., pulse examination is done on wrist and the age factor is also considered.

Introduction

The Siddha system of medicine is the oldest in the world. It is one of the two ancient medicine in India. Siddha comes from the word Siddhi, means an object to attain perfection or heaven. It’s known that the function of human body is being governed by the three most energetic forces: Vata, Pitta, and Kapha. These are three in number and are called as Tridosha. As shown in the Fig (I), the three different pulses are obtained. The Siddha medicine is cornerstone concept of the biological humors or doshas. They are the basic operating principles which govern the psycho-biological aspect of the body. These doshas are composed by the combination of the five elements or the ‘PanchMahabhut’. The standard position to obtain Tridosha is through a “pulse waveform” obtained on a wrist with the index, middle and the ring fingers respectively. These pulses which are obtained from the nadi are similar to the pulses from the ECG. According to the Indian traditional medical therapies, tridosha is the disproportion of three constituents in the body. These three constituents regulate the body functions and the imbalance leads to many disorders in the body system. Vatha, Pitha and Kapha, are made up of five elements namely Earth, Water, Fire, Air and Space. These co-exist in every cell of the human body and thus, function accordingly.

Fig (I): Obtaining a standard pulse in Siddha system of medicine
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The diagnosis is based on the depth of the pulse in Korean traditional Medicine. For analysis Mikyoung park and his team has considered the maximum value of pulse wave, elasticity of wrist tissue, blood pressure, mean arterial pressure, systolic and diastolic pressures etc., pulse examination is done on wrist and the age factor is also considered.
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The depth of the pulse is taken from radial artery. It is an important criterion to get the health condition of the patient.

**Fig: Korean Traditional Medicine – diagnosis technique, named the six positional pulse diagnosis**

In Korean Traditional medicine, Apm were used for estimation. The elasticity and depth of the blood vessels have been considered. In this method, mean differences and standard deviations were observed. But using the inverse technique, the accuracy can be improved has been suggested.

**Traditional Chinese Medicine**

The diagnosis is based on the tongue color. They have used four instruments for pulse identification. They used pulse diagnosis instrument, point diagnosis instrument, color inspection instrument and tongue instrument. From this they observe the symptoms and signs. The critical symptom subsets are collected from noise and original symptoms.

The syndromes are divided into heat or cold. The condition of the disease may belong to excess or deficiency syndromes Yin and Yang are two general principles are used to categorize the other six principles. Eight principle syndrome predictions are also been used . Differentiation of syndrome is the major part in this medicine. The system automatically builds the classifier.

Many procedures are available for measuring the electrical activity of the abnormalities of the body. Some of them are the biomedical signal processing area, especially in the area of cardiology indicates that most of the disorders in heart can be completely captured in an Electrocardiogram (ECG). The elecroneurogram (ENG) is an electrical signal observed as a stimulus and the associated nerve action potential propagate over the length of a nerve. It may be used to measure the velocity of propagation (or conduction velocity) of a stimulus or action potential in a nerve. The electroencephalogram (EEG ; popularly known as brain waves) represents the electrical activity of the brain. The phonocardiogram (PCG) is a vibration or sound signal related to the contractile activity of the cardiohemic system (the heart and blood together). The carotid signal (CP) is a pressure signal recorded over the carotid artery as it passes near the surface of the body at the neck. It provides a pulse signal indicating the variations in arterial blood pressure and volume. And many more methods are available for obtaining the abnormalities in the body.

There are many disadvantages associated with all these processes which can be overcome with the usage of the pulse analyzer which is proposed in this paper. The pulse that is obtained from the analyzer provides the reading of the Vatha, Pitha and kapha which are used to extract the similar disorders with in the body. Similar methodology, as already used in electro cardiology area, can be applied to the pulse waveforms to give a complete computer-aided system.

**Our System**

As shown in the above Fig, The three location pulses namely vata, pitha, kapha are sensed by the set of three pressure transducers which is mounted on the wrist. The digitized output from the pressure sensing element is experienced by using the 16-bit multifunction data acquisition card NI USB-6210 (National Instruments, TX, USA). It has been interfaced with the personal Computer. The electrical signal is proportional to the pressure experienced, in differential modes.

As shown in the above Fig, The three location pulses namely vata, pitha, kapha are sensed by the set of three pressure transducers which is mounted on the wrist. The digitized output from the pressure sensing element is experienced by using the 16-bit multifunction data acquisition card NI USB-6210 (National Instruments, TX, USA). It has been interfaced with the personal Computer. The electrical signal is proportional to the pressure experienced, in differential modes.

**Fig (II) : Pulse obtained from in our setup.**

As shown in the above Fig, The three location pulses namely vata, pitha, kapha are sensed by the set of three pressure transducers which is mounted on the wrist. The digitized output from the pressure sensing element is experienced by using the 16-bit multifunction data acquisition card NI USB-6210 (National Instruments, TX, USA). It has been interfaced with the personal Computer. The electrical signal is proportional to the pressure experienced, in differential modes.

**Fig (III). Hardware setup of our system**

A sampling rate of 500 Hz (higher than the Nyquist criteria) is been captured for a length of time which is predetermined. The strain gauge transducer is approximately of Dimension 1cm ×1cm. A flexible diaphragm is placed at the center, which is a force-gathering element. The deformation is being done by arterial pressure waves. Three constant resistors are present in a Wheatstone bridge circuit along with the variable resistor transforms the strain output into an electrical signal which is proportional to it. A micro machine is been utilized by the sensor gives a stress concentration to the enhanced structure that provides linear output to the pressure measured.
(b) Time-domain features in a pulse. The dotted style gives an idea of the number of points per pulse cycle.

**Denoising Using Wavelets**

**Fig (III): Time domain features**

To provide conditioned and linearised signal a standard transmitter and an amplifier with 4-20mA is used. The 4-20mA is converted to 2-10 V through a resistor of 500 ohms while connecting to 16-bit digitizer. The span and zero adjustments are calibrated with zero atmospheric pressure is provided to adjust the zero. The output from the zero pressure is 4mA. The output signal is delivered as an amplified signal which has been adjusted by the span. Due to explicit and implicit electrical and electronic noises, the data obtained are corrupted. In our system the noise level is negligible because of proper shielding.

**Discussion**

Our system analyzes the waveforms obtained. Sample waveforms are obtained from the left hand artery of a patient. Section III shows the waveforms obtained which has been given in Fig 3. The respective doshas vata, pitha and kapha are obtained from three different pressure transducers. This has been represented in three different colors. The sampling frequency is 500 Hz. The zoomed waveform is shown in Fig 3(b). It gives us the number of points per pulse cycle. It has been represented in the form of secondary peaks. The extreme high component is used to remove the noise by wavelet denoising. So that the obtained pulse is clean. (Fig 3(c)) shows the component. The denoised pulse, the solid line followed by the dotted line. This line indicates the pulse captured from sensors.

**Fig (IV): Beat-to-Beat alteration**

As shown in the Fig 3(b), The Time domain features are Percussion wave (P), valley (V), tidal wave (T) and dicrotic wave (D). These three important time domain features are obtained from the pulse waveform. A standard pulse wave form with definite amplitude and time duration must be their in the wave-parts. This indicates that the body organs and the heart is functioned proper or not. The prior systems were compared with the collected waveform which is rich in harmonics and it is superior too.

**Comparison with Earlier Systems**

Few of the pulse waveforms obtained from earlier works is shown in Fig. 4. The least works has been carried out on different patients, of different age groups. In different resolutions and by using different techniques it has been mentioned in subfigures from (a) through(o) are from [5], [13], [14], [6], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22],[23], [10], [24] respectively.

Observations were done with the previous improvements which are not a substantial improvement from 1950s till current methodologies. This method permits us to diagnosis the orders from the waveforms obtained from the patients wrist. Machine learning algorithm is used for further extraction. This algorithm is used to classify the pulses depend not only on prior works but also on clinician’s experience.

**Fig (V): This arrangement is based on ascending published dates and these Pulses are presented in selected earlier works.**

The knowledge management system will have the database of about the different disorders, symptoms based on the body type and the remedial actions to be taken which includes the food items should be followed. Here we have provided a distinct pattern for vata dosha observed from various patients.

As shown in Fig (VI): five different pulses obtained from different disorders. For example, the regular behavior of main and secondary peaks indicates a healthy pulse. In nature the fever pulse is not very often. Further, other disorders can be seen in the pulse waveforms as we can see in the pictures. The amplitudes, the rising & falling slopes, velocities, systolic & diastolic energies and so on. There are major types of nadis which are prevailing in Siddha and Machine learning algorithms can be used on these waveforms. We can find some correlation between successive heart beats and it has a strong temporal similarities. It is more appropriate in variability in pulses. The variation between consecutive beats is more important than the heart/pulse rate or the average values. Variability in various time-domain, frequency Domain morphology-based features; such as velocities, energies, entropies and amplitude have been explored [24], [9].

This system captures the pulses in such variability patterns.

**Fig (VI): Cross-correlations are displayed between two doshas (vata and pitta) of left hand, and one dosha (vata) of both the hands of a patient**

The phase differences between the harmonics of Fast Fourier Transform can be determined as the phase difference. The reveals the cross-correlation features of our body conditions.

**Important Properties of Pulse Waveform**

Since or system gives accurate, reproducible signal, the complex signals should also be provided in an accurate manner. The completeness and the reproducibility of our system has been checked in the following manner: A study has been conducted by recording the single healthy person’s pulse wave form at different times from 4.00a.m to 5.00 p.m for ten subsequent days with the same settings. The Approximate Entropy (ApEn) of the waveforms was observed and the pulse cycles were checked and it was constant for the same timings for the ten days. Slight changes have been observed due to changes in stress, thoughts and in mental status and so on.

**Fig (VI). various disorders have been captured on patients wrist.**
The digitizer having an accuracy of 8-bit, 12-bit and 16-bits. The acquired series has been checked for completeness. The pulse acquired with the same sensor was accurate. The captured details are accurate in 12-bit compared with 8 bit. The 16-bit details are more accurate.

Knowledge Management system

In the siddha system of medicines the nadi is sensed at the wrist of the patient with varying pressure in different amplitudes and energies etc. This was correlated with the body conditions. The pulse vata, pitta and kapha sensed by the sensors are sent to the system for further remedies. The knowledge management system has the classification of diseases according to the body type. The vata, pita and kapha type diseases are stored in the databases. The variability in the pulse indicates that the dominant pulse is analyzed and the rectification for which the symptoms are matched. These matching are done with the knowledge management system. The symptoms has been identified by the knowledge management system which in turn gives the rectification and the food items to be followed by the patient are displayed. This can further be send to the centralized system where the clinicians can verify and the prescriptions are generated. Variations in pressures and the mapping to KMS

As per our previous observations done the changes in the pulse waveforms for 31 patients in our database based on their age. They are classified in age groups ‘below 25’, ‘25–50’ and ‘above 50’. We have observed that the ‘below 25’ pulses are more dominant in secondary peaks. ‘25–50’ group is relatively stable, while older pulses are not regular in nature. We have given samples of healthy nadi of 3 groups in Fig. 8 of both the hands. As can be seen, the pulse duration goes up (rate decreases) as the age increases and also the patterns are different. Again, these observations are consistent with [4],[15]; the changes are indicative of an age-dependent reduction in large artery (capacitive) compliance and in small artery (oscillatory or reflective) compliance. However, we consider all above findings to be only a preliminary suggestion to investigate further with much larger dataset. While applying machine learning algorithms on pulse dataset for identifying pulse type, we need to consider all the above dimensions, i.e. age, pressure applied, disorder and many more given in the literature.

Our system observes the pulses in all age groups, finds the variations and locates the correct disorders based on the symptoms observed. This can be accurate compared with the prior work done. Disorders may differ from person to person which can be captured through the analyzer and the disease identification is done by our knowledge management system.

Conclusion

The Modern sensors reflect the feeling information which is being presently used in Indian ways of Siddha or the regular Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM). We have taken the pressure sensing based methodology and the current progress in the instrumentation technologies in the design of high quality pulse acquisition system. Our Pulse waveforms, in the form of time series, have high details, as compared to the former reported systems. We have proved our waveforms are reproducible and complete. We also showed variations with respect to applied age and pressure groups which are consistent with Siddha literature and prior work. Based on this, we believe that our system can be used by a larger number of lay persons. We are currently evaluating, with the help of Siddha practitioners the use of Nadi Tarangini for diagnostic purposes. Strong machine learning algorithms can be tried on these waveforms to differentiate them into major types of nadi is defined in Siddha literature.